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Abstract
This study describes an approach for modeling the discourse
coherence of spontaneous spoken responses in the context of
automated assessment of non-native speech. Although the measurement of discourse coherence is typically a key metric in human scoring rubrics for assessments of spontaneous spoken language, little prior research has been done to assess a speaker’s
coherence in the context of automated speech scoring. To address this, we first present a corpus of spoken responses drawn
from an assessment of English proficiency that has been annotated for discourse coherence. When adding these discourse annotations as features to an automated speech scoring system, the
accuracy in predicting human proficiency scores is improved by
7.8% relative, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of including
coherence information in the task of automated scoring of spontaneous speech. We further investigate the use of two different
sets of features to automatically model the coherence of spontaneous speech, including a set of features originally designed
to measure text complexity and a set of surface-based features
describing the speaker’s use of nouns, pronouns, conjunctions,
and discourse connectives in the spoken response. Additional
experiments demonstrate that an automated speech scoring system can benefit from coherence scores that are generated automatically using these feature sets.
Index Terms: discourse coherence, spontaneous spoken English proficiency, automated speech scoring

1. Introduction
In recent years, much research has been conducted into developing automated assessment systems to automatically score
spontaneous speech from non-native speakers with the goals
of reducing the burden on human raters, improving reliability,
and generating feedback that can be used by language learners
[1, 2]. Various features related to different aspects of speaking
proficiency have been explored, such as features for pronunciation, prosody, and fluency [3, 4, 5, 2], features for vocabulary
and grammar, as well as content features [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However, discourse-level features, to our knowledge, have not been
investigated in the context of automated speech scoring, except
for our own previous work [11]. This is despite the fact that
an important criterion in the human scoring rubrics for a standardized international English language speaking assessment is
the evaluation of coherence, which refers to the conceptual relations between different units within a response [12].
This study focuses on modeling coherence cues for spontaneous speech, and its main contributions can be summarized as
follows:
• We extended a corpus of coherence annotations for spo-

ken responses drawn from a large-scale standardized assessment of English for the academic domain from 600
to 1440 responses (600 responses are double-annotated,
840 responses are single-annotated).
• We used these coherence annotations on a corpus of
spontaneous spoken responses to demonstrate the effectiveness of using coherence cues in the task of automated
speech scoring by (1) evaluating correlations between
human discourse coherence scores and human holistic
spoken proficiency scores, and (2) evaluating the extent
to which human discourse coherence scores can improve
a baseline scoring model for spontaneous speech.
• We examined two different types of feature classes to
automatically model these coherence scores from human annotators, namely features from an NLP system
designed to measure multiple aspects of text complexity
as well as several surface-based features which were designed to represent the use of nouns, pronouns, conjunctions, and discourse connectives in a spoken response.
• We used these features for predicting human discourse
coherence and evaluated (1) the prediction accuracy
compared to the human coherence annotations, and (2)
the improvement of a baseline speech scoring system
when including these automatically predicted discourse
features.

2. Related Work
Methods for automatically assessing discourse coherence in text
documents have been widely studied in the context of applications such as natural language generation, document summarization, and assessment of text readability. For example, [13]
measured the overall coherence of a text by utilizing Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to calculate the semantic relatedness
between adjacent sentences. [14] introduced a model for the
document-level analysis of topics and topic transitions based on
Hidden Markov Models. [15] presented an approach for coherence modeling focused on the entities in the text and their
grammatical transitions between adjacent sentences, and calculated the entity transition probabilities on the document level.
[16] provided a summary of the performance of several different
types of features for automated coherence evaluation, including
features based on cohesive devices, measurements of adjacent
sentence similarity, Coh-Metrix [17], word co-occurrence patterns, and entity transitions. [18] proposed a graph-based approach for modeling transitions among entities in a text (in contrast to previous entity-grid approaches, which only examined
transitions between adjacent sentences) and modeled coherence
by calculating centrality measures on the nodes in the graph.

[19] examined the use of Recurrent and Recursive Neural Network models based on word embeddings for modeling coherence and showed that they outperform other approaches on the
tasks of sentence ordering and readability assessment.
In addition to these studies on well-formed text, prior research has also investigated the task of evaluating coherence in
student essays, which may contain multiple spelling, vocabulary, and grammar errors, especially when produced by nonnative speakers of English. Utilizing LSA and Random Indexing methods, [20] measured the global coherence of students’
essays by calculating the semantic relatedness between sentences and the corresponding prompts. [21] combined entitygrid features with writing quality features produced by an automated essay assessment system to predict the coherence scores
of student essays. [22] systematically analyzed a variety of coherence modeling methods within the framework of an automated assessment system for non-native free text responses and
indicated that features based on Incremental Semantic Analysis (ISA), local histograms of words, the IBM part-of-speech
model, and word length were the most effective. [23] applied
ideas from Centering Theory to model coherence in short argumentative essays by calculating the percentage of sentences
within each paragraph that have the same centers. [24] investigated the use of lexical chains (sequences of related words
within a text that contribute to the continuity of meaning)
through features related to the length, frequency, location, and
quality of the lexical chains in an essay, and demonstrated that
these features can effectively model writing proficiency scores
for essays written by native and non-native speakers of English.
In contrast to these previous studies involving well-formed
written text or language learners’ written texts containing errors,
our previous work compiled a corpus of coherence annotations
on 600 spoken responses from an English language assessment
and examined several features based on human transcriptions
in the task of automatic prediction of human coherence scores
[11]. The current study extends this research effort in the following three ways: 1) obtaining a larger set of spoken responses
annotated with coherence scores (N=1,440); 2) extending the
construct coverage of an automated speech scoring system by
modeling the coherence scores using two new classes of features; and 3) employing these two new classes of features based
on automatic speech recognition output in an attempt to measure the coherence of spontaneous speech.
In a related study, [25] investigated coherence modeling
for spoken language in the context of a story retelling task for
the automated diagnosis of children with language impairment.
They annotated transcriptions of children’s narratives with coherence scores as well as markers of narrative structure and narrative quality; furthermore they built models to predict the coherence scores based on Coh-Metrix features and the manually
annotated narrative features. The current study differs from this
one in that it deals with free spontaneous spoken responses provided by students at a university level; these responses therefore contain more varied and more complex information than
the child narratives.

Speaking section of TOEFL iBT contains six tasks, each of
which requires the test taker to provide an extended response
containing spontaneous speech. In total, we collected 1,440
spoken responses from the TOEFL iBT assessment, including
240 responses from each of six different test questions. These
six test questions comprise two different speaking tasks: 1) providing an opinion based on personal experience (N = 480 responses) and 2) summarizing or discussing material provided
in a reading and/or listening passage (N = 960 responses). The
spoken responses were all manually transcribed, and the transcriptions include standard punctuation and capitalization. The
average number of words per response was 113.8 (SD = 33.6)
and the average number of sentences was 4.8 (SD = 2.1).
The spoken responses were all provided with holistic English proficiency scores on a scale of 1 - 4 by expert human
raters in the context of operational scoring for the spoken language assessment. The scoring rubrics1 address the following
three main aspects of speaking proficiency: delivery (pronunciation, fluency, prosody), language use (grammar and lexical
choice), and topic development (content and coherence).

3. Data

4. Method

3.1. Spoken language corpus
The data used in this study was drawn from the TOEFL®
Internet-based test (TOEFL® iBT), a large-scale standardized
assessment of English for non-native speakers, which assesses
English communication skills for academic purposes [12]. The

3.2. Annotation
The coherence annotation guidelines used for the spoken responses in this study were modified based on the annotation
guidelines developed for written essays described in [21]. According to these guidelines, expert annotators provided each response with a score on a scale of 1 - 3. The three score points
were defined as follows: 3 = highly coherent (contains no instances of confusing arguments or examples), 2 = somewhat
coherent (contains some awkward points in which the speaker’s
line of argument is unclear), 1 = barely coherent (the entire response was confusing and hard to follow; it was intuitively incoherent as a whole and the annotators had difficulties in identifying specific weak points). For responses receiving a coherence score of 2, the annotators were requested to highlight the
specific awkward points in the response. In addition, the annotators were required to ignore disfluencies and grammatical
errors as much as possible; thus, they were instructed not to label sentences or clauses as awkward points solely because of
the presence of disfluent or ungrammatical speech [11].
Two annotators (not drawn from the pool of expert human
raters who provided the holistic scores) first made independent coherence annotations for 600 spoken responses from 471
speakers, including 25 samples from each of the 4 score levels
of speaking proficiency for each of the 6 test questions. The
distribution of annotations across the three score points is presented in Table 1 (numbers repeated here from [11] for convenience). The two annotators achieved an inter-annotator agreement of κ (quadratic weighted kappa) = 0.68 on the 3-point
scale of coherence scores. Subsequently, the same two annotators provided coherence annotations for the remaining 840 responses from 652 speakers using the following approach: each
annotator provided a single annotation for 420 responses from 3
test questions, i.e., 35 responses from each score level for each
of 3 test questions.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed coherence
cues in the assessment of speaking proficiency, we conducted
the following four experiments:
1 https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/pdf/toefl_
speaking_rubrics.pdf

Table 1: Distribution of coherence scores from two annotators;
600 responses received double coherence scores and 840 responses received single scores.

Annotator
Double
Annotation

#1
#2

Single
Annotation

#1
#2

Coherence Scores
1
2
3
160
278
162
(26.7%) (46.3%)
(27%)
125
251
224
(20.8%) (41.8%) (37.3%)
112
156
152
(26.7%) (37.1%) (36.2%)
95
162
163
(22.6%) (38.6%) (38.8%)

• correlating human discourse coherence scores with human holistic scores (for each spoken response);
• comparing a baseline scoring model for predicting human holistic scores that does not use coherence information with an extended scoring model that uses coherence
information (human coherence scores);
• predicting human coherence scores using two classes of
low-level features; and
• comparing a baseline scoring model for predicting human holistic scores that does not use coherence information with an extended scoring model that uses coherence
information that is generated based on two classes of coherence features.
Note that these different experiments are carried out on different parts of the data set: the experiments in Sections 4.1 and
4.2 are carried out on the 600 double-annotated responses only;
for the experiments in Section 4.4, the 600 double-annotated
responses are used for training and 838 single-annotated responses for testing; and in section 4.5, a 10-fold cross-validation
on just the 838 single-annotated responses is performed.
4.1. Correlation between human coherence scores and human holistic speaking scores
For the first experiment, we extracted two types of features
based on the human annotations of the spoken responses,
namely the coherence scores and the number of awkward points
identified. These two features are then correlated with the holistic proficiency scores for each response. For the double annotation set (600 responses), the average coherence scores from
two annotators were used; and the union set of awkward points
identified by either annotator on each response was used. For
responses rated with coherence score 3, the number of awkward points is 0; since no specific awkward points can be identified for responses rated with coherence score 1, these responses
were assigned a default value of 10.
4.2. Comparison between baseline scoring model and extended scoring model using human coherence scores
For the second experiment, these coherence cues from human
annotations were further investigated within a context of an automated spoken language assessment system, SpeechRaterSM
[26, 1]. SpeechRater can automatically generate various features to assess different aspects of spontaneous speech, including pronunciation, prosody, fluency, vocabulary, grammar, as

well as content. In this study, we employed 12 features to measure different aspects of delivery and language use, for example, the number of words and the average frequency of word
types in a response (2 features); the average length of chucks2
(1 feature); the acoustic and language model scores from the
automatic speech recognition (ASR) system in SpeechRater (2
features); the number of disfluencies or interruption points (2
features); the distribution of silences (2 features); the vowel duration differences based on a comparison with native speaker
norms (1 feature); the distance between stressed syllables (1
feature); and the similarity of grammatical expressions compared to expressions in high scoring responses (1 feature).
These features were either extracted directly from the speech
signal or were based on the ASR output. Both the training and
evaluation sets that were used to develop the speech recognizer
consist of similar spoken responses drawn from the same assessment and do not overlap with the data sets included in this
study; the ASR word error rate on a held-out evaluation set was
around 28%.
This experiment was conducted on the double-annotated responses and classification models were built to automatically
predict the holistic speaking proficiency scores. 10-fold crossvalidation was performed using the Random Forest classifier
from SKLL3 [27]. The classification accuracy and the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between the predicted scores and
the human scores were used as evaluation metrics. Specifically, we compared (1) the baseline model consisting of the 12
SpeechRater features only; and (2) an extended model where
average human coherence scores and the number of merged
awkward points were added to the baseline feature set.
4.3. Discourse coherence features
In the third and fourth experiments, we describe how we explored ways to model and automatically predict the human discourse coherence scores and then verified that the automatic
scoring system for speaking proficiency prediction can also benefit from these automatically produced coherence scores.
In summary, we use two classes of features for the prediction of human discourse coherence scores: (1) features from
TextEvaluator (TE) [28], a system originally designed for evaluating the complexity of reading passages, and (2) surfacebased features looking at distributions of certain words and
word classes that may indicate discourse coherence.
For these experiments, the 600 double-annotated responses
were used as a training set and the 838 single-annotated responses were used as the evaluation set for the task of automatic
prediction of human coherence scores.4
4.3.1. TextEvaluator features
TextEvaluator5 is a tool that employs a variety of natural language processing techniques, as well as linguistic resources
such as word lists, to generate more than 300 features measuring multiple aspects of sentence structure, vocabulary difficulty,
connections across ideas, and organization [28]. In this study,
2 A chunk is a segment whose delimited by disfluencies or silences
with a duration > 0.20 seconds
3 A Python toolkit that simplifies the running of common scikitlearn experiments. Downloaded from https://github.com/
EducationalTestingService/skll
4 Two responses from the single annotation set of 840 responses were
removed from the experimental set due to speech recognition failures.
5 https://textevaluator.ets.org

Table 2: Distribution of the absolute values of Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of TextEvaluator features with the average
human coherence scores. Features were separately extracted on
the human transcriptions and the ASR output.

r < 0.1
0.1 6 r < 0.2
0.2 6 r < 0.3
0.3 6 r < 0.4
0.4 6 r < 0.5
0.5 6 r < 0.55
Total

Transcriptions
143
92
36
31
27
4
333

ASR
153
84
33
33
27
3
333

we explore the use of these features to model discourse coherence in spontaneous, non-native speech.
TextEvaluator features were first examined on the training
set of 600 double-annotated responses, which were extracted
based on both the human transcriptions and the automated transcriptions of the spoken responses (ASR output). The Pearson
correlation coefficients (r) of these features with the average human coherence scores were used as the evaluation metric. Table
2 shows the distributions of the absolute values of feature correlations grouped into 6 bins. There are around 150 features with
very low correlations, r < 0.1, and around 30 features with
moderate correlations, r > 0.4, which indicates that these features can potentially contribute to the automatic prediction of
coherence scores. The best-performing features are generally
the ones using different ways to count the number of characters,
syllables, words, or clauses. We chose to extract 162 features
for further experiments whose correlations were greater than or
equal to 0.1 for both the human transcriptions and the ASR output.
4.3.2. Surface-based features
In addition to using the NLP-based features in TextEvaluator,
we also developed a set of simple features which were designed
to be more robust towards errors from the ASR system (as well
as ungrammatical speech produced by test takers); these capture the use of nouns, pronouns, conjunctions, and discourse
connectives in a test taker’s spoken response. For this purpose,
the discourse connective list from the Penn Discourse Treebank
(PDTB) [29] was used. Various basic features were computed
based on occurrence counts, such as the number of nouns, pronouns, conjunctions, as well as discourse connectives (counted
based on both word types and word tokens), and the ratios between these counts were also extracted. A preliminary evaluation was conducted to examine the correlations of these features
with the average human coherence scores on the 600 doubleannotated responses. And only features with absolute correlations greater than 0.1 on both the human transcriptions and the
ASR output were included for further experiments. The first 5
features shown in Table 3 are based on word counts.
Loosely inspired by related work [15], we also designed additional features that capture the global coherence, represented
by the use of pronouns, conjunctions and discourse connectives
across an entire test response. In order to obtain these features,
first, a reference corpus containing high-scoring responses was
collected, and then a connective chain was extracted from each
reference response, where only the pronouns, conjunctions, and

Table 3: Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of surface-based
features (word-based features and connective chain features)
with the average human coherence scores, extracted on the human transcriptions and the ASR output separately (N=600).

Features
num pronouns
ratio pronoun nountype
num conjunctions
num connective types
num connective tokens
connective chain bleu item
connective chain ed generic

Transcription
0.204
-0.128
0.174
0.381
0.337
0.068
0.282

ASR
0.186
-0.106
0.209
0.352
0.33
0.155
0.268

discourse connectives were retained and all other words were
removed from the response. Given a test response, a similar
connective chain can be also extracted. Then by comparing the
similarity of the test chain with each of the reference chains,
the maximum similarity or the minimum distance can be computed as a feature to measure the proper use of the connective
sequence in a test response. The following three evaluation metrics were investigated to evaluate the similarity between two
chains: BLEU score [30], edit distance, and word error rate
(which is a normalized edit distance).
Furthermore, the reference chains can be built in either
an item-specific or generic manner: item-specific references
were drawn from responses to the same test question as the
test response; generic references were drawn from multiple
different test questions. In this work, the reference samples
were extracted from a corpus that was used to train the speech
recognizer in SpeechRater and did not overlap with the discourse coherence annotation corpus used for this study. Around
200 - 260 responses with the highest human holistic speaking
scores were obtained for each test question; in total, 1,395 responses across 6 test questions were collected as references.
A preliminary experiment indicated that the BLEU similarity
with the item-specific models, i.e., connective chain bleu item,
and the edit distance with the generic models, i.e., connective chain ed generic, can achieve moderate correlations that
are higher than the other model configurations. The performance of these two features is shown in Table 3.
4.4. Automated prediction of human coherence scores
In order to model the human coherence scores, regression models were built with the TextEvaluator and surface-based features
described above. In this experiment, the training set contained
the 600 double-annotated responses, and the test set contained
the 838 single-annotated responses. Since the average coherence scores were used for model training, a regression model
was used instead of a classification model for this experiment,
specifically, the Random Forest Regressor from SKLL [27].
The Pearson correlation coefficients of the automatically predicted scores with the human-annotated coherence scores were
taken as the evaluation metric. Features were extracted independently on the human transcriptions and the ASR output.
4.5. Automated prediction of speaking proficiency scores
Since this work aims to improve the performance of an automated speech scoring system by modeling discourse coherence

Table 4: Improvement to an automated speech scoring system
by adding human-assigned coherence scores, labeled as Coh,
and numbers of human-identified awkward points, labeled as
nAwk. Both the classification accuracy and the Pearson correlation coefficient between the experts’ speaking proficiency scores
and the automatic scores are reported.

Features
SpeechRater
SpeechRater + Coh
SpeechRater + nAwk
SpeechRater + Coh + nAwk

Accuracy
54.0%
58.2%
58.5%
59.0%

r
0.728
0.779
0.771
0.782

of spontaneous speech, in the final experiment we further investigated the integration of the automatically predicted coherence
scores into the classification models for the automatic prediction of holistic speaking proficiency scores. This experiment
was conducted on the 838 single-annotated responses, and 10fold cross validation was performed. Both the classification accuracy and correlations of the automatically predicted holistic
scores with human holistic proficiency scores were evaluated.
The baseline system was built by only using the 12 SpeechRater
features as described in Section 4.2.
As described above in Section 4.4, regression models predicting the human coherence scores were trained on the 600
double-scored responses and then used to predict the coherence scores for the 838 responses included in this evaluation,
where automatic speech recognition output was used for feature extraction. Finally, results from a system using both
the SpeechRater features and the human-annotated coherence
scores are also reported for comparison.

5. Results
5.1. Correlation between human coherence scores and human holistic speaking scores
The average coherence scores on the set of 600 doubleannotated responses correlate with the proficiency scores at r
= 0.656, and the number of the union set of identified awkward
points correlates with proficiency scores at r = -0.626. This indicates that the assessment of spoken language proficiency could
benefit greatly from modeling the coherence cues proposed in
this study. The correlations with proficiency scores for the coherence scores and the number of awkward points on the singleannotated set of 840 responses were r = 0.615 and r = -0.597,
respectively.
5.2. Comparison between baseline scoring model and extended scoring model using human coherence scores
The average accuracy and correlation across 10 folds are reported in Table 4. The baseline system (with 12 SpeechRater
features) obtained an accuracy of 54%. Furthermore, by adding
the average annotated coherence scores or the number of identified awkward points, the accuracy can be improved to 58.2%
and 58.5% respectively. These experimental results demonstrate that the automatic scoring system can benefit from the
coherence cues directly extracted from human annotations.

Table 5: Pearson correlation coefficients between automatically
predicted coherence scores and coherence scores from human
annotations

Features
TextEvaluator
Surface-based
TextEvaluator + Surface-based

Transcription
0.53
0.379
0.529

ASR
0.498
0.299
0.495

5.3. Automated prediction of human coherence scores
As shown in Table 5, the TextEvaluator feature set, the surfacebased feature set, and their combination were examined in this
regression task. The TextEvaluator and surface-based features
extracted from the human transcriptions can achieve correlations of 0.53 and 0.379, respectively. However, when the automatic speech recognition output was used, the correlations decreased to 0.498 and 0.299, respectively, due to the presence of
recognition errors. The further combination of all feature sets
did not result in any improvement in correlation, which may be
due to the fact that the 7 surface-based features can potentially
be subsumed in the much larger set of 162 TextEvaluator features.
5.4. Automated prediction of speaking proficiency scores
As shown in Table 6, in addition to the annotated coherence
scores, labeled as AnnoCoh, three different sets of automatically predicted coherence scores were compared for classification model building, which were separately generated with
TextEvaluator features, labeled as PredCoh TE, with surfacebased features, labeled as PredCoh Surface, and with the combination of TextEvaluator and surface-based features, labeled as
TE&Surface. The experimental results indicate that by adding
the human-annotated coherence scores, the classification accuracy can be improved from 56% to 60.7%. In contrast, the automatically predicted coherence scores based on TextEvaluator
features can improve the accuracy to 59.4%. When only using
7 surface-based features to model the coherence, the automatic
coherence scores can still improve the classification accuracy
from 56% to 58.4% and the correlation from 0.736 to 0.752.
When using the automatic coherence scores predicted with the
combination of the TextEvaluator and the surface-based features, the accuracy did not improve further; however, the correlation does improve over the scenarios where only one feature
class is used.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we presented a corpus of coherence annotations
for spontaneous spoken responses, and the analyses on these
annotations showed that an automated speech scoring system
can benefit from modeling the coherence of spoken responses.
Based on this finding, two different sets of linguistic features
were employed to model the discourse coherence of spontaneous speech, and the automatically generated coherence scores
were further examined in the automatic prediction of holistic
speaking proficiency scores. Experimental results showed that
the performance of an automated speech scoring system can
be improved by automatically modeling the coherence quality
scores based on automatic speech recognition output and then
introducing the generated coherence cues to measure the coher-

Table 6: Improvement to a baseline automated speech scoring
system by adding automatically predicted coherence scores, using automatically transcribed speech and various types of coherence features. A classification model built with SpeechRater
features and human assigned coherence scores (AnnoCoh) was
also added for comparison.

SpeechRater baseline
SpeechRater + AnnoCoh
SpeechRater + PredCoh TE
SpeechRater + PredCoh Surface
SpeechRater + PredCoh TE&Surface

Accuracy
56.0%
60.7%
59.4%
58.4%
59.4%

r
0.736
0.795
0.772
0.752
0.773

ence of spontaneous speech.
In future work, instead of only using the first-best ASR
hypotheses for feature generation, we could also look into obtaining additional information from the recognizer lattice and/or
from the ASR N-best list, thereby potentially improving feature
performance. In addition, since the correlations between human coherence scores and human holistic speaking proficiency
scores are quite high, it is conceivable that the additional step
of human annotation of discourse coherence could be skipped,
and instead of using the coherence features to first predict human coherence scores as an intermediate step, they will be used
directly as part of the SpeechRater scoring model. Furthermore,
we will also attempt to develop more effective discourse-related
features which are more robust to ASR recognition errors.
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